
Raíces Cultural Center

Public History & Public Humanities Internship Program
Raíces Digital Archive

Overview:
Raíces Cultural Center was founded in 2008 with a focus on the preservation of folkloric 
Caribbean arts and cultural traditions. This includes a diversity of backgrounds and the melding 
together of Indigenous, African, European, and Asian cultures. In the twelve years that Raíces 
has been in existence as an organization, we have expanded our mission and cultural exchange 
initiative to include building cultural bridges and culture sharing to document the rich diversity 
of backgrounds that have come together in the diaspora, and the evolution and history of culture 
in our home state of New Jersey. We have begun collaborations with other NJ culture bearers and 
cultural groups and organizations to create exhibits, documenting and sharing their cultural work; 
history and traditions through photos, videos, writing and oral history. Raíces Cultural Center 
wants to make available its multimedia cultural resources to the community via our digital 
archive. Through this portal, those interested can access information and exhibits related to the 
organization's mission of preserving cultural roots through the arts, history and ecology. 

In addition to these multimedia resources, the Raíces Digital Archive also makes accessible 
resources related to its programs and activities, thereby documenting the Center's rich visual, 
artistic and culturally rooted history and creating an additional educational tool for participants in 
local cultural programs offered by Raíces. Remote work possible. 

Internship Opportunities: 
• Archival Assistance: Learn the Omeka Digital Archive platform in order to create items, 

collections and exhibits from data generated by collaborating organizations and individuals. 
Intern will learn and perform a variety of tasks including creating metadata, digitizing and 
uploading artifacts and items to the Raíces Digital Archive Collections; engaging in collections 
research, transcribing oral history interviews; and engaging in public outreach activities that 
cultivate the growth of the audience for the Digital Archive Collections.

• Oral History Internship: Identify a single topic, subject area or cultural tradition to document 
through an oral history project. Conduct oral history interviews, create transcripts and metadata 
related to the oral histories collected, curate a collection and/or exhibit with commentary and 
reflections on the topic explored in the oral histories collected.

• Exhibit Curation: Identify a single topic or cultural tradition of the Caribbean, African or First 
Nations diaspora and develop an exhibit to share information and media about the chosen 
cultural tradition. Exhibit can be solely a digital exhibit or can have a public exhibit 
component.



Internship Expectations:
• Internships will take place over the period of at least one full semester.
• Interns will begin by learning the back end of the Raíces Digital Archive.
• Within the first two weeks of the internship, interns should propose a project idea with a 

tangible end product. This project should be on a topic of interest to the intern that fits within 
the mission of Raíces Cultural Center (ex: a series of oral history interviews that will be placed 
into a collection, a collection of photographs or digitized artifacts illustrating a specific cultural 
tradition, a digital exhibit exploring the history and evolution of a specific cultural tradition, 
folkloric art form or topic dealing with culture and heritage).

• Whether working on site or remotely, intern will maintain communication with the Raíces 
Digital Archive curator, as well as the Raíces Cultural Center director, providing bi-weekly 
check-ins or updates on work completed, and requesting assistance or review of work 
whenever necessary.

• All new work published on the Raíces Digital Archive will be made available and accessible to 
the public, and will be licensed under Creative Commons. It will remain available as source 
material for researchers, and can be drawn on for future projects, collections and exhibits both 
on the Raíces Digital Archive and for public history and public humanities programming.

What Interns Can Expect of Raíces Cultural Center:
• Interns will be trained and assisted by the Raíces Cultural Center administrative and Digital 

Archive team in learning how to prepare data and metadata and use the Omeka Digital Archive 
platform.

• Interns can request assistance in developing individual project ideas.
• Interns can ask for additional technical assistance from the Digital Archive team to make 

unique and dynamic collections and exhibits highlighting and sharing their work.
• Interns can expect the organization to share and highlight their completed project, listing the 

intern as the Creator of related project material. 

Intern Spotlight:
In the Spring of 2018, Raíces Cultural Center had the pleasure of welcoming Rutgers Public 
History Program Intern Natalie Saldarriaga to our digital archive team. Natalie spent her 
internship expanding the collections of a collaborative exhibit documenting the Domboshava 
Project, an agro-ecological and culturally based farming project in Zimbabwe with ties to the 
African diaspora in Central NJ. Natalie’s research and activities in expanding the collections led 
her to discover an undertold story in her own family history. This inspired her to create her own 
personal testimonial exhibit, A Medium in the Family. Since graduating from Rutgers 
University, Natalie has continued to work as an Archive Assistant on a project basis. In the 
Summer and Fall of 2019, Natalie assisted in the launch of the Roots Music Exhibit Series, 
creating a digital archive exhibit highlighting the story of Don Pepe Santana, a performing and 
teaching artist who preserves and shares the folkloric music of the Andes, and expanding the 
Raíces Digital Archive collections with the research, documentation, and oral history interview 
collected throughout the process.

https://raicesculturalcenter.org/digital-archive/collections/show/11
https://raicesculturalcenter.org/digital-archive/collections/show/11
https://raicesculturalcenter.org/digital-archive/exhibits/show/a-medium-in-the-family
https://www.raicesculturalcenter.org/raices-roots-music-exhibits/pepesantana/


RAÍCES CULTURAL CENTER
UNPAID INTERNSHIP AGREEMENT 

This is an agreement among _______________________________(“Intern”), and  Raíces 
Cultural Center A NJ Nonprofit Corporation (“Company”). The purpose of this educational 
internship is for Intern to learn about Company’s business and to gain valuable insight and 
experience. The term of this internship begins on ___________ and ends ___________. 

Conditions of the Agreement:

• The internship is related to an educational purpose and there is no guarantee or expectation that 
the activity will result in employment with the Company.

• The education received by the Intern from the internship is for the express benefit of the Intern.
• The Intern does not replace or displace any employee of the Company.
• The Intern will receive direct and close supervision by an appropriate supervisor.
• The Company does not derive an immediate advantage from the activities performed by the 

Intern.
• Intern is not entitled to wages or any compensation or benefits for the time spent in the 

internship.
• Company is not liable for injury sustained or health conditions that may arise for the unpaid 

intern during the course of the internship. 
• Company will execute additional paperwork required by Intern’s educational program, if 

requested, in a timely manner.

The Intern specifically agrees to and acknowledges the following:

• This internship is educational in nature and there is no guarantee or expectation that the 
internship will result in employment. 

• Company may at any time in its sole discretion, terminate the internship without notice or 
cause.

• Intern will maintain a regular internship schedule determined by the Intern and her/his 
supervisor.

• Intern will demonstrate punctuality, courtesy, cooperative attitude, and a willingness to learn.
• Intern will adhere to the policies, rules and regulations of the Company site and comply with 

the Company’s business practices and procedures.
• Intern will furnish his/her supervisor with all necessary information pertaining to my unpaid 

internship, including related assignments and reports.
• Under no circumstances will Intern leave the internship without first conferring with Intern’s 

supervisor.
• If required, transportation too and from the internship site is the responsibility of the Intern.
• Intern assumes all of the risks of participating in the internship program. In consideration of 

the opportunity afforded to the Intern to participate in the internship program, Intern hereby 



agrees that he/she, his/her assignees, heirs, guardians, and legal representatives, will not make 
a claim against Company or any of its affiliated organizations, their officers or directors 
collectively or individually, or any of its employees, for the injury of death to Intern or damage 
to his/her property, however caused, arising from his/her participation in the internship 
program. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Intern hereby waives and releases 
any rights, actions, or causes or action resulting from personal injury or death to him/her, or 
damage to his/her property, sustained in connection with his/her participation in the internship 
program. 

I understand that this unpaid, learning experience is not employment and that Intern is not 
entitled to wages or a promise of employment at the completion of the unpaid structured 
learning experience.

AGREED AND ACCEPTED 

X_________________________________________________   DATE ___________________ 

INTERN  ( SIGNATURE ) 

X_________________________________________________  

INTERN  ( PRINT NAME ) 

    

X_________________________________________________   DATE ___________________ 

COMPANY  ( SIGNATURE ) 

X_________________________________________________  

COMPANY  ( PRINT NAME ) 


